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We performed high-resolution photon-energy and polarization-dependent ARPES measurements on
ultrathin Bi(111) films [6–180 bilayers (BL), 2.5–70 nm thick] formed on Si(111). In addition to the
extensively studied surface states (SSs), the edge of the bulk valence band was clearly measured by using
S-polarized light. We found direct evidence that this valence band edge, which forms a hole pocket in the
bulk Bi crystal, does not cross the Fermi level for the 180 BL thick film. This is consistent with the
predicted semimetal-to-semiconductor transition due to the quantum-size effect [V.B. Sandomirskii, Sov.
Phys. JETP 25, 101 (1967)]. However, it became metallic again when the film thickness was decreased
(below 30 BL). A plausible explanation for this phenomenon is the modification of the charge neutrality
condition due to the size effect of the SSs.
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Bismuth (Bi) is an inevitable element in solid-state
physics research. Many Bi-based compounds are inves-
tigated as superconducting cuprates [1] or topological
insulators [2]. Pure Bi also shows exotic properties such
as the unusually high diamagnetism [3] or valley polari-
zation [4]. It is a semimetal with small hole and electron
pockets. The Fermi wavelength is very long (∼30 nm) and
Bi has historically been studied in the quantum-size effects
(QSE) of materials. For example, the oscillation of the film
resistance with the thickness d was reported [5] and,
furthermore, it was predicted that when the lowest quan-
tum-well state (QWS) of the electron pocket is raised to an
energy level higher than the highest hole subband in very
thin films, a band gap opens [semimetal-to-semiconductor
(SMSC) transition] at d ∼ 30 nm [6]. Whether such a
transition really occurs was debated [7] until it was realized
that Bi has highly metallic surface states (SSs) [8]. The
same SSs were also found in ultrathin Bi(111) films [9].
Because these SSs are spin split (the Rashba effect)
[10–12], the interest shifted to measuring the SS conduc-
tivity [13–15]. The most favorable situation should be
semiconducting bulk carriers due to the SMSC transition
with metallic SSs in very thin films. Ex situ transport
measurements on capped Bi films showed insulating prop-
erty below d ∼ 90 nm and a revival to a metallic one below
50 nm, interpreted as a SS contribution [16]. However,
in situmagnetotransport measurements showed that Bi films
thinner than 20 bilayers (BL; 1 BL ¼ 0.39 nm) have both
bulk and SS character, explained as a surface-bulk coherent
transport [17]. So a direct observation of the precise bulk
band dispersion is needed to clarify if the bulk is semi-
conducting or not in ultrathin Bi films.

In the present Letter, we performed high-resolution
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) mea-
surements to verify the change in energy position of the
bulk band in ultrathin Bi(111) films. By tuning the photon
energy (hν) and polarization, we observed the bulk valence
band (that constitutes the bulk hole pocket) as well as the
SSs. We have found direct evidence that this bulk state does
not cross the Fermi level (EF) for the 180 BL thick film,
which is consistent with the SMSC transition. However,
it unexpectedly became metallic again for thinner films
(below 30 BL). A plausible explanation is the size effect of
the SSs, which will change the Fermi surface and affect the
bulk EF to fulfill the charge neutrality condition of holes
and electrons.
ARPES measurements were performed at BL-7U of

UVSOR-III [18]. Two linearly polarized lights perpendicular
and parallel to the mirror plane (S and P polarizations)
can be irradiated to the sample without changing its position
[19]. The total energy and angular resolutions were set at
∼15 meV and 0.16°, respectively. All of the measurements
were performed at ∼20 K. Bi films (6–180 BL thick)
were prepared on an n-type Si(111) substrate (P doped,
< 0.02 Ω cm), as reported elsewhere [9,17,20,21].
First-principles calculations were performed using the

WIEN2K computer code on the basis of the augmented plane
wave plus local orbitals method taking into account the
spin-orbit interaction [22], and the generalized gradient
approximation [23] was used for the description of
exchange-correlation potential.
Figure 1 shows the band dispersion along the Γ̄ − M̄

direction taken at hν ¼ 15 eV with P polarization for
the 180 [Fig. 1(a)], 30 [Fig. 1(b)], 10 [Fig. 1(c)], and
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6 [Fig. 1(d)] BL thick Bi(111) films, respectively. The
features near EF is nearly thickness independent, composed
of SSs. Below EF, there is thickness dependence near M̄ in
Figs. 1(b)–1(d) for the thinner films, which are QWSs
[9,24]. For the 180 BL thick film in Fig. 1(a), the QWSs are
not observed since the energy spacing is too small. There
are also some weak structures between the SS and the QWS
in Fig. 2(d) (the arrow), which originate from the edge
states [25]. The overall characteristics in Fig. 1 are the same
as those reported previously [9,24,26,27].
The situation changes when the polarization of the

incident photons is changed from P to S. Figure 2(a)
shows the band dispersion for the 180 BL thick film
measured at hν ¼ 15 eV with S polarization. One can
notice that the intensity of the SSs becomes drastically
weak near M̄, and the features near Γ̄ have also changed.
Figure 2(b) shows an enlarged image of the region of the

dotted rectangle in Fig. 2(a). In addition to the SSs, there is
another feature which is located closer to Γ̄. Ast and Höchst
have identified this band as a bulk structure by changing hν
for a single crystal Bi(111) [8,28,29]. Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
show the band dispersion measured at hν ¼ 18 and 8 eV
with S polarization, respectively, to show the hν depend-
ence for the 180 BL thick Bi film. Figure 2(e) compares the
normal-emission ARPES spectra to see the hν dependence
quantitatively. The peak position remains at the same
position (30 meV below EF) irrespective of the incident
light condition [30]. Because of quantization, it is a two-
dimensional QWS. Since only one QWS is observed and to
distinguish it from the QWSs in Fig. 1, we will call it “edge
of the valence band” or “bulk edge (BE).” Compared to
the spectrum of the metallic SS shown in the bottom of

Fig. 2(e), it is clear that the BE is below EF (semi-
conducting). Since the bulk band at Γ̄ crosses EF for a
single crystal Bi (Ref. [8]), our result is consistent with
the SMSC transition prediction [6]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first direct observation of the
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FIG. 1 (color online). Band dispersion of the 180 (a), 30 (b),
10 (c), and 6 (d) BL thick ultrathin Bi(111) films measured along
the Γ̄ − M̄ direction, respectively. The data were taken with P
polarization at hν ¼ 15 eV. SS and QWS correspond to surface
and quantum-well states, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Band dispersion of the 180 BL thick
Bi(111) film along the Γ̄ − M̄ direction taken with S-polarized
photons at hν ¼ 15 eV. (b) Close-up of the region indicated by
the dotted rectangle in (a). (c),(d) Same as (b) but taken at hν ¼
18 eV (c), and 8 eV (d), respectively. (e) Normal-emission
ARPES spectra showing the bulk edge (BE) for the 180 BL
thick Bi(111) film taken at different photon energies and polar-
izations. The last spectrum is that for the metallic surface states
(SSs) taken at the solid line in (d). (f) Experimental geometry of
the polarization-dependent ARPES. (g) Initial-state electronic
orbital excited by polarized light at normal emission. The spatial
symmetry of the p orbitals was oriented with respect to the mirror
plane, and the orbitals were selectively excited with each
polarization (S or P). The mirror plane including the direction
of incidence and emission was defined along the x axis, as shown
by the bold lines. (h) Calculated band dispersion of a 20 BL thick
freestanding Bi(111) slab. (i),(j) The orbital components of the
bands shown in (h) for the in-plane px and py orbitals (i), and the
out-of-plane pz orbital (j), respectively.
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semiconducting dispersion of the bulk valence band in Bi
thin films. Although it was predicted that this happens at
d ∼ 30 nm [7], our measurements show that it happens in
thicker films (180 BL ∼70 nm), consistent with Ref. [16].
This discrepancy probably originates from the slightly
different lattice constant between the film and the bulk
[31] which was shown to alter the Bi electronic properties
[32], or ambiguities in the theoretical models (boundary
conditions and ignoring the SSs) [33].
Why is the BE observed clearly for S polarization, but

not for P? Also, the SS intensity decreases dramatically in S
polarization. This can be understood from symmetry
analysis of the atomic orbitals that constitute the BE and
the SSs. The photoemission intensity is expressed as
I ∝ jhfjA · pjiij2δðEf − Ei − hνÞ, where A and p are the
vector potential and the momentum operator, and jfi (Ef)
and jii (Ei) are the final- and initial-state wave functions
(energies), respectively. For normal emission [Fig. 2(f)],
since the final state jfi has an even symmetry with respect
to the mirror plane [34], the nonvanishing condition of the
dipole transition jhfjA · pjiij is that the initial state jii has
the same symmetry (even/odd) as the dipole operator A · p
[35,36]. Since the states near EF of Bi are composed of 6p
orbitals [37], we can say from our observation that the BE
observed clearly with S polarization is only derived from
the in-plane (px and py) orbital components, whereas the
SSs are composed of both the in-plane and out-of-plane
(pz) orbitals [Fig. 2(g)].
We compare our findings with the ab initio calculation.

Figure 2(h) shows the calculated band dispersion for a
freestanding 20 BL thick Bi slab. Figures 2(i) and 2(j) show
the mapping of the orbital components of the bands of
Fig. 2(h) to the in-plane orbitals [Fig. 2(i)] and to the out-
of-plane orbital [Fig. 2(j)], respectively. It can be seen
that the BE is composed of the in-plane orbitals with
little contribution from pz, whereas the SS have a larger

weight on the pz orbital. This is consistent with the above
discussion [38].
Now let us discuss the thickness dependence of the BE.

Figures 3(a) and 3(e) show the band dispersion for the
180 BL thick Bi(111) films measured at hν ¼ 9.5 eV for P-
[Fig. 3(a)] and S- [Fig. 3(e)] polarized photons, respec-
tively. Both the SS and the BE are observed. For the films
thinner than 30 BL, it is difficult to notice the BE (SS) by
P-(S-) polarization [Figs. 3(b)–3(d) and 3(f)–3(h)]. We can
say that the SS is observed by P-polarized photons, the BE
by S-polarized photons. The important point is that the BE
has moved above EF [Figs. 3(f)–3(h)]. Thus, the bulk is
again a (semi-)metal, which is the same as the single crystal
Bi(111) [8]. Assuming a rigid band shift, the BE is now
20 meVabove EF [the dotted line in Fig. 3(h)]. This means
that the BE shows a complicated thickness dependence:
it is metallic for a bulk crystal, becomes semiconducting
for d ¼ 180 BL, and then becomes metallic again for
d < 30 BL.
What is the origin of this behavior? As discussed

above, the semiconducting band structure for the
180 BL thick film should be a consequence of the QSE
[6]. In this scenario, the energy spacing between the QWSs
should increase as the film thickness decreases and lead to
an enhancement of the semiconducting energy gap.
Nevertheless, we have observed that the BE becomes
metallic again for thinner films. One possibility may be
the charge transfer between the Si and the Bi. However,
we did not observe any difference when Si substrates with
different doping were used. Furthermore, there is a wetting
layer that inhibits the substrate-film interaction [31].
Another possibility may be defect-induced doping, like
in the case of topological insulators [2]. But since we do not
observe a rigid SS band shift, this is also unlikely. We
also believe that band bending effects cannot explain the
experimental data since the film thickness is extremely
small.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a)–(d) Band dispersion of the 180 (a), 30 (b), 10 (c), and 6 BL (d) thick ultrathin Bi(111) films near the Γ̄ point
taken with P-polarized photons at hν ¼ 9.5 eV, respectively. (e)–(h) Same as (a)–(d) but taken with S-polarized photons at
hν ¼ 9.5 eV. The red dotted lines in (e) and (h) indicate the approximate positions of the bulk edge (BE).
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One plausible explanation is the thickness dependence of
the SSs. Figures 4(a)–4(d) show themeasured Fermi surface
of the Bi(111) ultrathin films for the 180 [Fig. 4(a)], 30
[Fig. 4(b)], 10 [Fig. 4(c)], and 6 BL [Fig. 4(d)] thick
Bi(111) films, respectively. Although the basic features
are the samewith electron pockets around Γ̄ and M̄ and hole
lobes along the Γ̄ − M̄ direction, their size shows thickness
dependence [39]. In particular, the sizes of the hole lobes and
the electron pocket around M̄ change. This is a result of the
SS size effect; for very thin films, the top and bottom
surfaces interact. This has been reported for Bi as a change in
the spin polarization of the SS [10,26]. For ultrathin Bi2Se3
films, the SS band dispersion has been shown to be affected
by this effect [40,41]. In the present case, the SS Fermi
surface is modified associated with the band dispersion
change and the electron-hole balance is affected
[Figs. 4(b)–4(d)]. Table S1 shows the quantitative analysis
of the carrier densities (see the Supplemental Material [42]).
The 180 BL thick film shows nearly the same SS electron
and hole concentrations, consistent with the single crystal
case (Ref. [43]). However, the total SS electron carrier
density is larger than the SS hole concentration for the
thinner films. Therefore, additional hole carriers are needed
and are supplied from the bulk. The estimated bulk hole
carrier density is roughly consistent with the SS excess
electron density (Table S1 [42]). The SSs were not consid-
ered in the simple SMSC transition prediction, and our
results suggest that they can largely influence the bulk band
position.
We note that ab initio calculations for freestanding Bi

slabs have shown that the bulk valence band is more
metallic for the thinner films [44]. Furthermore, the fact that
both the bulk and the SSs are metallic for d < 30 BL is also
consistent with the observed surface-bulk coherent trans-
port [17]. Thus, the enhanced metallicity of the bulk hole
pocket band with decreasing film thickness is confirmed by
both experiment and theory.
In conclusion, we performed high-resolution photon-

energy and polarization-dependent ARPES measurements

on ultrathin Bi(111) films. In addition to the well-studied
SSs, the bulk valence band edge was clearly observed.
We found direct evidence of the valence band becom-
ing semiconducting for the 180 BL thick film, which is
consistent with the SMSC transition prediction. However,
it became metallic again when the film thickness was
decreased. A plausible explanation is the size effect of the
SS, which can modify the charge neutrality condition and
can change the bulk Fermi level.
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